1. Let/(z) be an automorphic form of dimension -k belonging to the horocyclic group Y acting on the upper half plane H = [x + iy\x,ye R and y > 0}. R. A. Rankin [3] has found all polynomials (with complex coefficients) in / and its derivatives which are automorphic forms for Y. His results are expressed as polynomials in /and certain auxiliary functions \pmif), m = 2,3,4, ••• defined by
1. Let/(z) be an automorphic form of dimension -k belonging to the horocyclic group Y acting on the upper half plane H = [x + iy\x,ye R and y > 0}. R. A. Rankin [3] where /" = d"f /dz" and T(s) is the Euler gamma function. The principal purpose of this note is to provide an alternative presentation of Rankin's main result in terms of another set of auxiliary functions which is often simpler to use, and which can easily be generalized to certain classes of automorphic forms of several complex variables.
2. Denote by 'VCY, k, v) the vector space (over C) of automorphic forms of dimension -k and multiplier system v for the horocyclic group (Grenzkreisgruppe) Y, and by G(=¿ SL(2, R) modulo its center) the full group of analytic automorphisms of the upper half plane //.
If 3>z is a polynomial differential operator with coefficients in C which operates with respect to the variable z, then Qiz maps V(T,k,v) into -f~(Y,k',v') for all discrete groups Y ezz G if and only if (2) ®gÁvig)icz + d)kf(z)) = v'(g)(cz + d)k'@Jiz)
for all geG (where gz = (az + b)(cz + d) 1 and detO= 1) and all sufficiently differentiable functions /. Since {Ta\z-» Taz = z + a, aeR} and J:z-+ -z~x generate G, it is enough to have equation (2) satisfied for all Ta, a e R, and for J.
Let us focus our attention on the linear differential operators £CZ with complex coefficients which satisfy equation (2) for all ge G. £PZ must have the form (3) ¡e,f{z) = I ajm(z), ameC.
m For/ef (r,/c,i;), a straightforward calculation, as in [3] , shows that (4) uri-1****»-I (7) r<F^1J {-¿Täp-Mfrom which it follows, as in [3] , that £CZ satisfies equation (2) for some integer m greater than l. The equation (2) becomes
which is equivalent to -m= Lm:r(T,l-m,v)^r(T,l + m,v). dz i
This result is well known; it appears in [1] and [2] as well as implicitly in [3] . There is another, less direct, way of deriving equation (7), which depends on the theory of the Riemann-Liouville operators of fractional integration and differentiation. This method is of special interest because it permits equation (7) to be generalized to the corresponding situation for automorphic forms defined on tubes over exponentials of compact real Jordan algebras, and in particular, to the Siegel upper half planes. To begin, put (8) I'Jix) = Jjs) ja /(«)(* -")S"'du for/continuous on a real interval containing a and x, and s a positive real number. It is part of the elementary theory of the Riemann-Liouville integrals (cf. [5] ) that Isaf(x) possesses an analytic continuation to the complex s-plane, and furthermore that (9) /^o/: = /í+s fot all s,teC, and /° is the identity operator on functions. As has been noted, G is generated by real translations T" and the involution J.
Since dm/dzm is linear, it automatically satisfies equation (2) for g = Ta. For g = J one can apply the operators Fa as follows:
iiWiy'1) = f~ j' f(u)(y-l-uy-ldu.
Introduce u = x_1:
Application of Lemma 1 with s = -m yields
which becomes, after applying the principle of analytic continuation, diJz)" dzm this is equivalent to equation (7).
3. Hereafter the operator dm/dzm will be denoted by Lmz, or Lm when it is not necessary to focus attention on the variable. Let y°(r, k, v) denote the set of complex valued functions defined on the upper half plane H which satisfy the functional equation for automorphic forms belonging to "f(T, k, v), which are analytic with the exception of a set of points which is the orbit under T of a finite set, and which are bounded at the parabolic vertices of T in terms of a local uniformizing parameter.
Suppose that fe V(r,k,v) and that fc#0. Then if)(1-m)ße-r0CT,l-m,v{1~myß) for m>l.
A calculation shows that
Furthermore, / and Dm(f) ate relatively prime, and, as a polynomial in fm, Dm(f) has the form
for integers m > 1. Since Dm(f) is a polynomial in / and its derivatives, Dm(f) is analytic on H and bounded at the parabolic cusps in a local uniformizing parameter, and therefore Since 36 belongs to some 'VCY, k',v'), then
The terms containing kc/icz + d) must not appear in the final expression. There are distinct transformations yeT corresponding to infinitely many distinct functions c/icz + d), which impose infinitely many conditions on the finite set of coefficients of 3S, and this is possible only if b"0i"t."m = 0 if nt > 0, i.e. only if /i does not appear in 36. This completes the proof.
Remark. In [3] , Rankin makes the additional hypothesis that k is not a negative integer, but this is seen to be unnecessary if the £m(/) are used to construct 36 rather than the ipmif) ■ Otherwise, the proof given above is the same as Rankin's proof of the corresponding theorem for the \pm(f).
A comparison of Theorem 1 of [3] with Theorem 1 proved above shows that the set of all automorphic forms for T that can be expressed as polynomials in /and its derivatives can be equally represented by means off and the ipm(f), or by / and the Dm(f). It is of interest to determine the relationship of the ipm(f) to the DTDPro position 1.
Proof. The expression for ipm(f) given by equation (1) shows that the term containing the highest power of fy appearing in ipm(f) is It is easy to prove that m must be 2 or 3 if equation (20) holds identically in k, and in these cases, a calculation leads to the expressions (i) and (ii) of the proposition, which completes the proof.
4. The expression for \pmif) given by equation (1) and the analogous role played by ipmif) anc» D™if) m Theorem 1 and Rankin's Theorem 1 [3] hint that there is not likely to be a simple explicit expression for the polynomial Dmif)eC[\f,fi,---,fm\.
Nevertheless, it may be of some interest to exhibit an expression for Dm(/) similar to that in equation (1), if only for the sake of completeness.
The essence of the matter is the explicit expression of the mth derivative of a power of a function. Because this elementary result does not seem to appear in the standard textbooks, I will record it here. Both identities follow from equation (14), which defines Dm(f). For (ii) it is necessary to note that fs e "TiT, sk, if).
Once again suppose that fe'Vif,k,v) and in addition that / has a Fourier expansion of the form The second assertion is evident because, according to the hypothesis, ord(/) > 0, and so ord(/) = ord(/) for each derivative. Now the monomial terms of Dm(f) have order equal to the sum of the orders of their factors, hence equal to m otd(f). The linear combination of these monomials which is Dm(f) cannot decrease order, which completes the proof.
Remark. If a suitably chosen fundamental domain in H for the horocyclic group r has one cusp, located at infinity, then the proposition asserts that Dm(f) is a cusp form for every integer m = 2 and every F-automorphic form /. In particular, this is the case for the classical modular group. 6. Let T be a discrete group acting on the upper half plane H. It is well known that a necessary and sufficient condition that H/T is compactifiable to a compact Riemann surface &t is that the area of a suitably chosen fundamental domain for r in H be finite with respect to the invariant metric.
According to a famous theorem, any two meromorphic functions /, g on at ate algebraically dependent over C. These facts make it possible to prove that every reasonably well behaved automorphic form or automorphic function satisfies an algebraic differential equation. More precisely: Proof. An T-automorphic function is a meromorphic function defined on H and invariant under Y which satisfies suitable growth conditions at the cusps.
Let/be such a function. Then fy e r°(Y, 2,1) and D2(fy)e-r°(Y,8,l). Hence D2(fy)l(fyf and / are two T-automorphic functions. Since the area of a fundamental domain for Y is finite, these functions are algebraically dependent. As in the proof of the Theorem, this leads to a polynomial in three indeterminates which vanishes on the triple (f,fy,D2(ff)), which completes this proof. Remark. The operator /-» D2(f1)/(f1y takes automorphic functions onto automorphic functions, and is, as one might suspect, related to the Schwarzian derivative,
In fact, D1(ff)/(fyY = ^S(f)/(ff)2. It is obvious than an infinite number of differential operators taking automorphic functions onto automorphic functions can be constructed from /, /t and the Dm(f), and it is not hard to show that all operators with this property which are rational functions off and its derivatives have the form âSy/âS2 where ^¡ is a polynomial in f,fy and the Dm(fy),i = 1,2. The proposition follows upon application of the classical identity (26) (12)3A = (G4)3-(G6)2 to eliminate G4 and G6 from equations (24) and (25). According to Theorem 2, G4 and G6 also satisfy algebraic differential equations of order less than 4. This is particularly interesting because these forms generate the graded ring of modular forms. The explicit equation for G4 is not hard to find: Then a suitable linear combination of (D3G4)2 and (G4)3(£>2G4)2 is proportional to A3 (by equation (26)), and A3 can be expressed in terms of (D2G4) by equation (27) .
A third order differential equation satisfied by G6 can be found by looking at the products of G6,D2G6, and D3G6 which have dimension -144, but the calculations are too distasteful to be performed without a compelling reason.
In [6] we gave the differential equation of order 3 for the theta function 6(z) = 2 exp(i7rn2z), n which is an automorphic form of dimension -x with respect to the group generated by z-»z + 2 and z-»--z_1. The notation in that note differs slightly from the one used here; in the present notation, the equation is:
Proposition 5. (D36)2 -64(D26)3 + 4n20lo(D20)2 = 0.
8. In this section some identities for the Fourier coefficients of G4, G6 and A are given. Put A(z) = iZ™ x(n)exp(2ninz);
then the x(n) ate Ramanujan's numbers. Equation(22)shows that they are integers.As usual, put <t;(/i) = 2Zd/".d>0dl.
Proposition 6. n-l (i) x(n) = n2o-7(n)-540 2 j(n -j)cr3(j)o3(n -j); y = i
(ii) x(n) + 240 2 x(j)o3(n -;) = n2cr5(n) + 12 2 (9lj2 -42nj)a5(j)a5(n -j); /-i ;=i (iii) 24o"e "e o3(j)x(t)x(n -j -t) = 2 (13;n-25;2-l)T(j)T(n-;).
j=\ r=l j=l
Proof. Equation (27) is equivalent to the Fourier coefficient identity (29) x(n) = n2cx3(n) + 602 (4n2 -13nj + 9j2)o3(j)a3(n -j), j = i which appears incorrectly in [7] , equation (53). The more symmetrical form (i) is obtained by using the classical identity n-l ff?(n) = ff3(") + 12° ^ o-3(/>3(n -/')• y = i
